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Methods
Advances in innovation processes are critically important as economic and business
landscapes evolve. There are many concept generation techniques that can assist a de-
signer in the initial phases of design. Unfortunately, few studies have examined these
techniques that can provide evidence to suggest which techniques should be preferred or
how to implement them in an optimal way. This study systematically investigates the
underlying factors of four common and well-documented techniques: brainsketching,
gallery, 6-3-5, and C-sketch. These techniques are resolved into their key parameters,
and a rigorous factorial experiment is performed to understand how the key parameters
affect the outcomes of the techniques. The factors chosen for this study with undergradu-
ate mechanical engineers include how concepts are displayed to participants (all are
viewed at once or subsets are exchanged between participants, i.e., “rotational viewing”)
and the mode used to communicate ideas (written words only, sketches only, or a com-
bination of written words and sketches). Four metrics are used to evaluate the data:
quantity, quality, novelty, and variety. The data suggest that rotational viewing of sets of
concepts described using sketches combined with words produces more ideas than having
all concepts displayed in a “gallery view” form, but a gallery view results in more high
quality concepts. These results suggest that a hybrid of methods should be used to maxi-
mize the quality and number of ideas. The study also shows that individuals gain a
significant number of ideas from their teammates. Ideas, when shared, can foster new
idea tracks, more complete layouts, and a diverse synthesis. Finally, as teams develop
more concepts, the quality of the concepts improves. This result is a consequence of the
team-sharing environment and, in conjunction with the quantity of ideas, validates the
effectiveness of group idea generation. This finding suggests a way to go beyond the
observation that some forms of brainstorming can actually hurt productivity.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.4003498�

Keywords: idea generation, empirical study, brainsketching, 6-3-5, C-sketch, gallery
method, ideation, innovation
Introduction

The ability to invent, create, and innovate is at the very core of
ngineering and product development. The initial design phases,
ncluding conceptual design, have the most significant impact on
roduct cost �1�. Numerous idea generation techniques are avail-
ble to assist the engineer in this process. Over 100 formal idea
eneration techniques have been developed in areas such as psy-
hology, business, and engineering �2–4�. Techniques range from
he well-known brainstorming method developed by Osborn �5� to

ethods specific to engineering, such as the theory of inventive
roblem solving �TIPS� �6�. Some of these techniques are meant
o be implemented in a group setting, and others are intended for
olitary work. Unfortunately, little empirical data exist to guide
he use of methods for engineering design. This paper focuses on
roup idea generation techniques and provides guidance on their
se through data provided by a controlled experiment with
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engineering design teams.
One of the first studies using Osborn’s brainstorming method in

engineering design included engineering professionals working on
a realistic engineering problem and showed that groups using
brainstorming produced fewer ideas than the combined efforts of
an equivalent number of individuals working alone �7�. This re-
sult, called productivity loss, is consistent with the vast majority
of studies on variations in Osborn’s brainstorming �8�.

One might think that groups would produce more ideas. Asso-
ciative memory models from cognitive psychology �9–11� suggest
both why there is productivity loss and ways around it. In these
models, memory is treated as a network of concepts. Closely re-
lated concepts are connected to each other more strongly than less
related concepts. When a concept is brought to mind, it activates
�and hence makes more accessible� other concepts that are con-
nected to it. In group contexts, the first concept presented by a
group activates a common set of concepts in all group members
and thus tends to lead groups to converge quickly on a small set of
concepts.

However, if individuals are first able to generate ideas individu-
ally and are then exposed to the ideas of other group members,
these additional ideas serve as additional ways to access associa-

tive memory. So, after group members are allowed to generate
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heir own ideas, ideas provided by other group members can ac-
ivate and facilitate the retrieval of additional, and sometimes dis-
arate, ideas. Recent studies on engineering design support the
otential of idea exchange for promoting new ideas �12–14�. As-
ociative memory models are one reason why groups may pro-
uce fewer ideas, but there are many other possibilities such as
ear of evaluation by teammates or production blocking; only one
erson can speak at a time, and this blocks other people �8�.

For other group idea generation techniques, groups are more
ffective than the combined individual efforts �15,16�. One such
xample is brainwriting, which uses written communication rather
han spoken communication. Recent studies have focused on the
evelopment and evaluation of more effective idea generation
ethods in engineering and design related fields, including indus-

rial design and architecture �17–21�. These studies have used a
ixture of sketches, verbal descriptions of ideas, and physical
odels in the idea generation process. The vast majority of idea

eneration techniques focus on the sentential expression of ideas
espite the fact that designers rely heavily on sketches to express
heir ideas during the conceptual phase of design �1�.

An exhaustive comparison of idea generation techniques is be-
ond the scope of this paper due to the vast number of techniques
n the literature. Instead, we focus here on a generalization of idea
eneration techniques by systematically dissecting these methods
nto key factors or parameters. A design of experiment �DOE�
pproach is utilized to quickly identify the effects of these key
actors. By understanding the factors that influence the success of
dea generation methods, new and better methods may be devel-
ped. This type of approach was recommended by Shah et al.
19�, and we believe that it facilitates a scientific understanding of
he methods and their effectiveness.

Our study focuses on four group idea generation methods:
rainsketching, C-sketch, 6-3-5, and the first phase of the gallery
ethod �Figs. 1 and 2�. These methods are gaining popularity and

xposure in the engineering research community, in addition to
ndustrial application �22�. They also form a diverse set of group
dea generation techniques, which vary in how ideas are ex-
hanged and in the types of representations used �written words,
ketches, etc.�. To understand the theoretical basis of these meth-
ds, we dissect them into two key factors: �1� how a group’s ideas
re displayed to other members �“rotational view” or all are
osted in “gallery view”� and �2� the form of communication be-
ween group members �written words only, sketches only, or a
ombination of words and sketches�. All other method parameters

Fig. 1 Illustration of gallery method
re kept constant for all experimental conditions, including the
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quantity of time for idea generation, whether the originator of
ideas is identifiable to other participants, and the suspension of
judgment.

2 Overview and Previous Work
To place our study in perspective, we begin by reviewing rel-

evant methods of idea generation as well as the set of methods
that form the basis of our systematic experiment.

2.1 Osborn’s Brainstorming. The term “brainstorming” is
frequently applied to idea generation techniques in general and
not just to the technique developed and named by Osborn. Os-
born’s brainstorming begins with a facilitator explaining the prob-
lem. A group then verbally exchanges ideas following four basic
rules: �1� Criticism is not allowed, �2� “wild ideas” are welcomed,
�3� building off each others’ ideas is encouraged, and �4� a large
quantity of ideas is sought. Despite the face validity of these rules,
much research demonstrates productivity loss in brainstorming
compared with an equal number of individuals working alone �8�.
Osborn’s brainstorming has been studied extensively, and its
shortcomings are well-known. Thus, we focus our research on
techniques that incorporate other modes of communication, such
as sketching, into the process. We now turn to a discussion of
these methods

2.2 Brainsketching. In brainsketching, individuals begin by
silently sketching their ideas on large sheets of paper including
brief annotations. Group members exchange drawings, and silent
sketching continues for another period of time �3�. This technique
allows for a visual means of expression, and so it is well suited for
product design. Van Der Lugt used teams of advanced product
design students to compare brainstorming to a variant of brain-
sketching �which included the explanation of ideas between ex-
changes� �17�. The brainsketching variant led to more cases in
which group members built on previously generated ideas than
did brainstorming.

2.3 Gallery. In the gallery method, individuals begin by
sketching their ideas silently on large sheets of paper. After a set
amount of time, participants discuss their ideas and move about
the room studying others’ ideas. This review phase is followed by
a second stage of silent sketching �3,23,24�. The review phase
allows team members to clarify their ideas, and it provides social
interaction �Fig. 1�.

2.4 C-Sketch/6-3-5. For 6-3-5 �18,23,22� and C-sketch �18�,
six participants are seated around a table, and each silently de-
scribes three ideas on a large sheet of paper �Fig. 2�. The ideas are
then passed to another participant. This exchange goes on for five

Fig. 2 Illustration of 6-3-5 and C-sketch. Six people silently
describe three ideas on a sheet of paper and then exchange
papers.
rounds. For the original 6-3-5 method, ideas are described using
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nly words. In contrast, the C-sketch method permits only
ketches. One advantage of C-sketch over 6-3-5 is that sketches
re typically ambiguous, and so one person may misinterpret as-
ects of someone else’s sketch, which may lead to new ideas �23�.
ther variations of 6-3-5 have also been proposed �3,22�. One
ariation permits annotated sketches �22�. In experimental com-
arisons with conditions different from those reported in this pa-
er, C-sketch and gallery outperformed 6-3-5 �words only� for
ariety, quality, and novelty of ideas �23�. Novelty is how unique
particular idea is, and variety is how much of the design space is

aptured by a set of ideas. This previous study used groups of
echanical engineering undergraduates, mechanical engineering

raduate students, and professional designers. Each group was
valuated on all three techniques, and a different design problem
as solved for each of the techniques. This design eliminated

ndividual differences as a noise variable but caused the technique
esults to be confounded with the design problem.

2.5 Potential Influence of the Components of Idea Genera-
ion Methods. Much of the variation in formal group idea gen-
ration methods is likely attributable to two main parameters: the
epresentation used for communication and the method for ex-
hanging ideas among participants. These dimensions, as summa-
ized in Table 1, in many ways differentiate the methods and may
e studied in the context of cognitive science findings. Relevant
rior work is discussed here with respect to these dimensions.

In these idea generation techniques, group members communi-
ate using some form of external representation. The choice of
epresentation is important because it makes some information
asier to convey than others. The representation is called “exter-
al” because it is outside of the head, as opposed to internal rep-
esentations that are inside the head �25�. Embodied cognition
heories suggest that external representations are particularly use-
ul for difficult tasks such as design because they reduce the cog-
itive load by reducing the amount of information that an indi-
idual needs to represent internally �26�.

Designers use many different kinds of external representations
ecause the design process is cognitively taxing �1,27�. These
epresentations include sketches, various forms of diagrams, and
entential annotations. Some diagrammatic representations are
ery specific in application, such as force flow diagrams for re-
ucing system components, while others such as the technique
nown as the “house of quality” are more generally applicable
22,28�. Designers know that these varying forms of representa-
ion affect their thinking and therefore the final product �27�.

In addition, the theory of perceptual symbols posits that internal
ental representations are often based on perception �e.g., vision

r audition� rather than being languagelike amodal representations
hose connection to perceptual information is arbitrary �29�.
ketches, as external representations, are processed by people’s
isual systems, and thus they have mental representations that
losely resemble internally generated perceptual representations.
hus, techniques that involve sketches may allow perceptual rep-

Table 1 Summary of formal idea generation techniques

ormal technique
Form of external

representation
How ideas are

exchanged

sborn’s brainstorming Spoken word All are viewed
at the same time

-3-5 Written word Rotational view
-sketch Sketches only Rotational view
allery Sketches and written

word followed by
spoken word

All are viewed
at the same time

rainsketching Sketches and
written word

Rotational view
esentations to have a greater influence on idea generation than

ournal of Mechanical Design
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techniques that involve only verbal descriptions.
In contrast, many idea generation techniques currently available

emphasize communication through sentential description because
they were developed for less visually oriented applications such as
business. It is fundamental that we understand the utility of these
methods in engineering and the potential for combining sketching
representations as an integral part of the methods. The importance
of sketches in design is clear �1,27�, highlighted by a recent issue
of Design Studies that focused on sketching �Sept. 2006�.
Sketches support the transformation of ideas and help prevent
premature fixation �27�. Designers also use their sketches to per-
ceive and mentally simulate the function of their design, thereby
supporting revision and refinement �30,31�.

It is thus clear, based on cognitive science, that the communi-
cation of ideas among designers is likely to be significantly influ-
enced by the modality in which the idea is presented �e.g., written,
sketched, or combination�. This statement is supported by Shah’s
research. Shah �18� contended that a potential benefit of limiting
individuals in a group to sketches without verbal annotations is
the increased potential for misinterpretations, which can lead to
greater novelty and variety of solutions. A participant may misun-
derstand a teammate’s sketch, leading the individual to an alter-
native idea not intended by the original sketch, thus producing a
different solution.

The method of exchanging ideas �i.e., “gallery viewing” or “ro-
tational viewing”� is also likely to affect the communication of
ideas among designers. The viewing conditions influence the
amount of visual stimulus available, the evaluation of ideas, and
how teams provide feedback to the individual members. Prior
research shows that available visual stimuli affect the ideas gen-
erated �32�. Rotational viewing allows for only a subset of ideas to
be viewed by each team member at a given time, whereas in
gallery view a team’s entire set of ideas is visible. In rotational
viewing, there is no immediate feedback, whereas in gallery view-
ing, the individuals can see how their ideas are added to and
changed at all stages of the idea generation process.

2.6 Potential for Verbally Based Techniques to Suppress
Perceptual Memory. Many cognitive models of memory theorize
that there are both perceptual and verbal representations �33–36�.
There are many forms of evidence for this distinction. We briefly
describe one. The verbalization of perceptual information can in-
terfere with the retrieval of perceptual information from memory
�37�. This effect is known as verbal overshadowing. Prior studies
have evaluated an individual’s ability to recall a number of differ-
ent types of complex perceptual information, including memories
of faces. In experiments examining this phenomenon, participants
study a series of faces. Some give verbal descriptions of the faces,
and others do not. Later, they are all given a face recognition task.
In these studies, memory for faces is consistently better when
participants did not describe the faces verbally than when they
did. These data suggest that the verbal description interferes with
the perceptual representation of the faces because the visual infor-
mation that people use to recognize faces is not the same as the
features that people describe when they give a verbal description
of a face. Analogously, verbal idea generation techniques may
suppress some of the perceptual information in memory, thus giv-
ing sketching based techniques a possible advantage.

2.7 Experimental Approach and Research Questions. En-
gineers seek a robust idea generation method for predictably pro-
ducing a large quantity of high quality, novel product solutions.
For the purposes of this study, an idea unit is defined as a solution
to a single function, and a product solution is all ideas grouped
together to solve the design problem. At present, there is no single
approach to idea generation that meets all of these criteria, nor is
it clear which idea-generation-method parameters are responsible

for improving outcomes. Using a factorial design of experiments,

MARCH 2011, Vol. 133 / 031008-3
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ur study explores the influence of the representation used to com-
unicate ideas and how ideas are displayed to individuals. We

eek to answer the following research questions:

• Question 1: How do the techniques being tested influence
the quantity, novelty, and variety of ideas? Which idea gen-
eration method produces the largest quantity, highest quality,
largest variety, and greatest novelty?

• Question 2: Does the representation method of ideas inter-
play with the display method, or are they independent?

• Question 3: Are certain representations better for producing
or improving the quality of solutions? Do certain represen-
tations cause bias toward certain types of ideas?

These three research questions are addressed systematically in
he following sections. We discuss our experimental method, met-
ics for evaluation, data analysis approach, and a summary of the
esults. In addition, we discuss secondary issues such as the fol-
owing: Does building off teammate’s ideas improve the quality of
he idea? These secondary issues are corollaries of the primary
esearch questions and may be investigated directly from the data
roduced from the primary experiment.

Experimental Method
We conducted a factorial experiment in order to explore the

ffects of two key factors on the outcome of group idea genera-
ion. The first factor controls how participants view the ideas;
ither all ideas are posted via a gallery �on the wall�, or sets of
deas are rotated between participants. The second factor controls
ow participants represent their ideas. Participants either use writ-
en words only, sketches only, or a combination of written words
nd sketches to communicate ideas to their teammates. A
�display of ideas:gallery or rotational view�X3 �representa-
ion:words only, sketches only, or words combined with sketches�
actorial experimental design is used �Table 2�. No oral discus-
ions are allowed during the session; all communication is written.
his approach produces methods similar to 6-3-5 �24�, C-sketch

18�, brainsketching �3�, or gallery method �24�, as shown in Table
.

The group factorial experiment was conducted over a 2 week
eriod. Participants were asked to sign a confidentiality agreement
o minimize the likelihood that other participants would hear
bout the problem and spoil the experiment. Additionally, a post-
xperiment survey asked participants if they had heard about the
roblem and if they had tried to generate ideas prior to the ses-
ion.

3.1 Participants. The participants were students from a me-
hanical engineering senior design methods course at the Univer-

Table 2 Summary of experimental conditions

actor 1: display

Factor 2: representation

Words only Sketches only Words and sketches

allery view 1 3 5
otational view 2 4 6

Table 3 Experimental conditions and similar formal method

Experimental condition Similar formal idea generation method

1 Electronic gallery �38�
2 6-3-5
3
4 C-sketch
5 Gallery
6 Brainsketching
31008-4 / Vol. 133, MARCH 2011
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sity of Texas at Austin. Participants’ age ranged from 20 to 35,
with 21–24 being typical. Participant teams were chosen because
they provided a large sample of equally sized groups with expe-
rience working as a team. Participants at this level have exposure
to significant mechanical engineering theory and have some expe-
rience in the design process through class work, internships, and
work experience. More experienced designers have a greater da-
tabase of knowledge to draw from, and therefore they may be
more likely to generate a larger number of ideas than less-
experienced engineers. However, choosing participants at the
same level of education minimizes the variability in prior experi-
ence across groups. We asked a number of questions of partici-
pants to find out their previous internships and additional related
experience. The amount of experience is expected to be indepen-
dent of the parameters under study in this experiment. To verify
this expectation, the participants were polled regarding their
knowledge of other ideation techniques and, in particular, the
techniques used as part of our study. No students in the sample
size had previous knowledge of these techniques, and, thus, no
bias was introduced based on the student backgrounds with ide-
ation techniques.

The participants were told that they would receive extra credit
for their participation based on the number, quality, novelty, and
variety of solutions they develop. In the design methods course,
students work throughout the semester in teams of four to six
members. The course assigns teams based on a strategy for im-
proved team dynamics based on Myers–Briggs personality types,
6-hats, and analytical/fabrication skills, in addition to participants’
skills and experience level �39–43�. These team-formation strate-
gies do not assess the level of creativity of the participants but
instead try to spread the range of team skills and personality pref-
erences across the class. Thus, the variance in the experimental
results due to these factors should be reduced through the team-
formation approach. This method of assignment is not expected to
influence the results of the study, except for the reduction of vari-
ance and uncontrolled effects. For the factorial experiment, 14 of
the possible 15 teams chose to take part in the experiment and
participated with their assigned teams. Participants were required
to sign up as a complete assigned team, and each team partici-
pated in the experiment only once.

As part of the design course, students were taught a series of
idea generation techniques including brainstorming, TIPS, infor-
mation gathering, patent searching, use of analogy, and a hybrid
version of 6-3-5/C-sketch that emphasizes sketching with short
annotations �22�. These methods were taught in a series of five 1
h lectures where mandatory class attendance was required on the
part of the students. None of the students in the experiment missed
more than one lecture. The experiment took place after these
methods had been presented in class. Students have minimal prac-
tice with any one of these techniques, and so they should not be
biased to prefer any one particular technique. An advantage of this
prior exposure to ideation techniques though is that participants
are aware of any technical jargon that may arise in describing the
techniques used in the experiment to them.

3.2 Description of the Design Problem. This work draws
from both mechanical engineering and cognitive psychology. The
typical psychology experiment uses participants with no domain
knowledge, and so the problems that are being solved in research
on creativity do not require specific domain knowledge to solve.
Because we use domain knowledgeable participants in this re-
search, we can use real-world problems. Thus, it is crucial that we
select a design problem appropriate for the study. Our goals for
choosing a design problem are making it need-based, so that par-
ticipants are motivated to solve it, making it real-world and cur-
rently relevant, and choosing a scope that is difficult, without
obvious solutions, but not so complex that participants cannot find
solutions for it within the time limits of the study.

Based on the above criteria, the problem given to groups is to

design a device to quickly shell peanuts for use in places like Haiti
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nd West African countries. This problem is based on a real-world
roblem posted on the website ThinkCycle �44�. Participants are
old that no electrical energy sources are available. They are given

description of customer needs along with corresponding func-
ions �see Fig. 3�. The problem is read to the participants with no
urther clarification. This problem was chosen because it is a real-
orld problem that a mechanical engineer should be able to solve

nd has a diverse set of available solutions. We did not expect any
f the participants to have extensive prior experience in solving
his problem, yet shelling a peanut is a task all of the participants
hould have experienced.

3.3 Procedure for All Group Conditions. Teams were ran-
omly assigned to conditions. For teams with six members, one
erson was randomly assigned to work alone �as a control�, and
heir ideas were not included in the team totals. The four-member
eam also worked individually as a control. During one session,
nly four of the five members were present; thus, their results
ere not considered further. In total, 12 teams of five are included

n the results. Sessions were scheduled at the team’s convenience
hroughout the day and week. All sessions took place in the same
oom, a windowed conference room in the mechanical engineer-
ng building.

Participants were each given a unique set of five colored mark-
rs and were seated next to each other facing the same direction.
he variety of colors makes it difficult for other participants to

dentify the originator of an idea while at the same time allowing
dentification by the experimenter. Previous work suggests that

ore ideas are generated when people believe that their responses
ill be anonymous, but ideas must be identifiable to the experi-
enter to reduce social loafing �45�. Participants were told they

ould use the various colors any way they desired, but three ex-
mples of how color could be useful were given to encourage the
se of multiple colors. These examples include using color to
how different components of a design and variations on an idea
nd to help explain ideas such as coloring water blue. The ex-
mples were intentionally selected to be unrelated to the design
roblem and included a sketch of a box with two different styles
f holes and a facet. An additional effect of the markers is the
qualization of drawing abilities. Sketches from participants with
reater drawing ability look essentially the same as sketches from
articipants with less ability when using these markers. There is
o drastic difference in sketch quality across the participants.

The same experimenter ran all experimental groups. The ex-
erimenter read a set of scripted instructions and posted the ideas
n the wall or rotationally exchanged ideas between participants.
he instructions included a description of the problem, the basic

dea generation rules �5� of seeking a large quantity of ideas along
ith encouraging diversity �wild, eccentric, or nonstandard ideas�,
reminder that criticism is not allowed, and a statement that the

ession is to test a new idea generation method. The experimenter
old the participants how to represent their ideas �words only,
ketches only, or a combination of words and sketches� and then

Fig. 3 Design problem description
escribed the viewing method �gallery view or rotational view�.

ournal of Mechanical Design
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The session lasted approximately 50 min with 40 min for idea
generation, followed by a post-session questionnaire.

3.4 Factor 1: Display of Ideas. One key factor in this study
is whether ideas are displayed all at once or whether participants
see only a subset at any given moment. In the gallery view con-
dition, all ideas generated by the team are posted on the wall, so
all participants can see all of the ideas at the same time. This
approach results in a method similar to the gallery method or
brainsketching �3,24�. In the rotational view condition, ideas are
passed around the table, so that each participant sees only a subset
of the ideas at any given moment. This condition is similar to
6-3-5 or C-sketch �18,24,22�.

3.4.1 Gallery View Condition Similar to Brainsketching or
Gallery Method. For the first 10 min period, each student is given
a number of paper sheets and told to write down at least two ideas
on separate sheets of paper. Sheets are collected as participants
finish but are not displayed until the end of the period. The time
period length is based on the available time and recommendations
from the literature, which vary from 5 min to 15 min �3,19,46�.
The ideal time period for the methods under evaluation is not
explicitly known and is not one of the experimental parameters.
At the end of the first period, all sheets are numbered and posted
gallery style on the wall. In the four subsequent 7.5 min periods,
ideas are posted as they occur, and participants are told to execute
one of the following options �Fig. 4�.

1. Add new ideas to one of the posted drawings. Participants
can request a drawing by writing down its number on a
small sheet of paper.

2. Make a separate drawing that is related to the ideas that are
already posted, and write the number of the linked idea on
the new sheet.

3. Start a completely new sheet after reviewing the posted
ideas.

3.4.2 Rotational View Condition Similar to 6-3-5 or C-Sketch.
For the first 10 min period, each participant is given a number of
paper sheets and told to write down at least two ideas on separate
sheets of paper similar to the gallery view condition. At the end of
the period, the experimenter collects all sheets and systematically
redistributes them such that each participant views each set of
papers once. Participants cannot identify which one of their team-
mates had the sheets previously. In the four subsequent periods,
lasting 7.5 min each, participants have the same options as in the
gallery view condition: to add ideas to an existing sheet, to create
a new product solution linked to another sheet, or to start a com-
pletely new product solution. The exception here is that partici-
pants focus on the specific set of papers given to them at a par-

Fig. 4 Options for building from others’ ideas
ticular instance in time.
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3.5 Factor 2: Representation. The second experimental fac-
or prescribes how the participants communicate their ideas to
ther participants �words only, sketches only with no words, or a
ombination of words and sketches�. At the end of the sessions
nd after completion of the surveys, participants in either of the
ketches only conditions labeled their sketches with brief descrip-
ions to facilitate evaluation. American mechanical engineers are
ypically not taught to draw free-hand, and therefore their sketches
re usually difficult to interpret without annotations.

Metrics for Evaluation
It is crucial to have good metrics for evaluating the outcomes

rom idea generation techniques. Unfortunately, these techniques
re not yet well-developed in general. Previous studies have used
ifferent methods for measuring outcomes, including quantity of
deas, number of good ideas, practicality, novelty, and variety
15,17,23,47,48�. Commonly used metrics are the quantity of non-
edundant ideas and quality rating �8�. Shah et al. �19� developed
set of metrics specifically for the evaluation of engineering idea
eneration techniques, including quantity, quality, novelty, and va-
iety.

Our study also measures the quantity, quality, novelty, and va-
iety of product solutions and the quantity of ideas. However, we
xtended beyond the current measurement methods by developing
lgorithms for the measurements that increase reliability. For ex-
mple, three existing solutions for shelling peanuts were sketched
nd added to the participants’ results to benchmark and add addi-
ional validity to the metrics. Two solutions, which we believed
ere good solutions to the problem, were aimed at third world

ountries �49,50�, and the third solution, which we felt was a poor
olution to this problem, was aimed at a large-scale industrial
pplication �51�. Sections 4.1–4.3 describe our extended measure-
ent methods in more detail.
A product solution is defined as all ideas sketched on a single

age, and a single idea unit is defined as a single solution to one
f the device’s functions. Metrics are measured at two different
evels, the product solution and the individual idea. Quality, nov-
lty, and variety are only measured at the level of a product solu-
ion because many very novel products are unique combinations
f common components, and it is the product solution level that is
f most interest.

4.1 Method for Measuring the Quantity of Product Solu-
ions and Ideas Within the Product Solutions. Previous re-
earch suggests that the number of unique �or nonredundant� ideas
s important for ensuring the successful development of a product
52�. A single product solution is defined as all the ideas contained
n a single page unless participants made a clear indication that
he product solution is continued onto another page. Figures 5 and

show examples of a single product solution for “words only”
nd “sketches only” conditions. Figure 6 also lists, in the form of
table, the ideas that are contained within the product solution

ketches.
A single idea is more difficult to define. A critical element for
easuring the number of ideas is a precise definition of what

onstitutes a single idea. Is a single idea an off-the-shelf compo-
ent or piece-part, a single noun phrase, an item that meets any
unction, or something else? This question is particularly difficult
o answer when the data are in the form of sketches because
ketches frequently contain many vague details.

Building from the procedure developed by Shah et al. �19�, a
et of procedural rules is defined for what constitutes a single
dea; see Linsey et al. �52� for more detailed examples. Our basic
efinition of an idea is something that solves one or more of the
unctions of the design as defined by the functional basis, a clearly
efined and tested language for expressing design functions
53,54�. For example, in Fig. 6, if a second participant had pro-
osed the idea of using a grate to separate the peanuts and the

hells, it would have been counted as a different idea, whereas if

31008-6 / Vol. 133, MARCH 2011
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they had proposed a flat plate with holes rather than the holes in
the drum, this would have been counted as the same idea; see
Linsey et al. �52� for more detailed examples.

However, we must define a second type of idea for cases in
which participants reframe the problem more abstractly. This situ-
ation occurs more frequently when participants use only words for
their descriptions. These solutions are clearly ideas, but they do
not fit defined functions of the functional basis for the stated prob-
lem. For example, ideas in this category range from genetically
engineered peanuts to training squirrels to shell the peanuts. A
third refinement is made for function sharing ideas, that is, fea-
tures that perform two or more functions. Function sharing ideas
count as a single idea. This choice is made because it provides
greater consistency between judges, leaving less room for inter-
pretation of the intended function. Clearly, function sharing is
good design practice, but even if it were possible to create a good
definition of function sharing, the importance of innovations that
serve multiple functions will be captured by our quality metrics,
not our quantity metrics. Our quantity metric is biased toward a
functional view, but this definition combined with the definition of
“reframing” ideas covers virtually every solution encountered.

Fig. 5 An example of one product solution from the words
only condition

Fig. 6 Example of one sketched product solution and the list

of ideas contained within the product solution

Transactions of the ASME
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his method for measuring the quantity of ideas allows for a high
egree of inter-rater agreement and a robust metric, as demon-
trated by tests during the experiment.

Three judges independently counted the number of ideas based
n the guidelines given above. Two judges were blind to the con-
itions of the experiment and the hypothesis, one of whom
ounted all of the data. The other two judges each counted a
onoverlapping subset. Pearson’s correlation coefficients �55� for
he two sets of judges were 0.99 and 0.95, demonstrating high
eliability in the results. Because the counting rules are being
pplied consistently, the analysis of the quantity data is completed
sing only the comprehensive judge’s results to minimize the vari-
nce due to using different judges.

Once ideas for each team are counted, the score for each indi-
idual is found by identifying the originator of each idea based on
he marker color used to write or sketch it. Similarly, the time
eriod the idea was conceived is determined. For gallery view
onditions, the time each sketch is completed and the time of
dditions to it are recorded. The credit is split evenly between the
articipants when multiple participants think of the same idea dur-
ng the same time period. This situation occurs frequently for the
otational viewing condition and occasionally in the gallery view
ondition when two participants are writing down the same idea at
he same time.

4.2 Method for Measuring the Variety and Novelty of
roduct Solutions. To measure the variety and novelty of product
olutions generated, two independent raters sort the sheets into
roups or bins of similar product solutions, where a given rater
hooses what constitutes “similar.” One rater was blind to the
onditions of the experiment and the hypotheses. The first evalu-
tor formed 34 bins, and the second created 28 bins. The variety
core for a team is measured by the percentage of total bins that
he team’s product solutions occupy. For example, if a team pro-
uces product solutions that are sorted into six bins by rater 1, that
roup would receive a variety rating of 6/34 or 17.6%. Pearson’s
orrelation �55� between the raters was high, r=0.82. This value
f correlation is in the acceptable range based on the literature
55�.

The novelty score for each product solution is a function of the
umber of similar product solutions �i.e., number of product so-
utions in that particular bin� relative to the total number of prod-
ct solutions. Specifically, novelty is equal to 1
the frequency an idea occurs and has been used previously

56� �Eq. �1��. This metric fails if a team develops one very novel
roduct solution and then creates numerous variations on it. None
f the teams in this study demonstrated such a result. A high
orrelation between raters, again, was observed �r=0.80�,

novelty � 1 − frequency of idea

= 1 −
number of very similar concepts

total number of concepts
�1�

4.3 Method for Measuring Product Solution Quality.
uality, as defined by Shah et al. �20�, is a measure of a product

olution’s feasibility and how well it meets design specifications.
n this paper, quality is measured on a three-point rating scale
Fig. 7� independently by two judges, one of whom was blind to
he conditions of the experiment and the hypothesis. Each product
olution generated by a team received a quality score. After initial
ata evaluation by both judges, Cohen’s kappa �55� showed a fair
evel of inter-rater agreement �0.42�. All differences were readily
esolved through discussion. As expected, the benchmark solu-
ions designed for third world countries scores a 2. and the indus-
rial benchmark solution is rated at a 1 �Fig. 8�.

It should be noted that a coarse �three-point� highly defined
ating scale is used rather than an unanchored rating scale for our
uality measurements. Our previous work suggests that raters

ave difficulty applying an unanchored scale, consistently leading

ournal of Mechanical Design
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to a low correlation between raters �57�. An unanchored rating
scale, or rubric, has an expert evaluator rate a product solution on
a spectrum, for example, 1–7 with “1” corresponding to lowest
quality and “7” corresponding to highest quality, without specifi-
cally defining each point on the scale. Figure 7, alternatively, is a
highly defined rating scale, or rubric, since each point on the scale
has a specific definition.

5 Results and Discussion
Sections 5.1-5.6 present results that address the research ques-

tions posed previously and describe the significance and implica-
tions of these results according to each experimental metric. Table
4 highlights the aggregate results for the experimental conditions,
and Fig. 9 presents sample product solutions that contain numer-
ous ideas. As shown in Table 4, the participants generated many
ideas, and on average these ideas were technically feasible. Par-
ticipants obviously committed their time seriously to this real-
world problem. In the post-experiment survey, one participant in
experimental condition 4 did note that they had heard about the
experimental problem ahead of time and thought about the prob-
lem. This team’s data were reviewed, and no significant or notice-
able bias existed in the team’s or individual’s results. Additional
survey results may be found in Linsey et al. �58�.

5.1 Quantity. We measured the number of ideas generated
both by teams and by individuals. Recall that each participant
used a unique set of markers so that we could identify who gen-
erated each idea. Figure 10 shows the mean number of ideas gen-
erated by the teams in each condition, and Figs. 11 and 12 illus-
trate the individual results. Since each team contained an equal
number of individuals, the individual averages map very closely
onto the team averages. Since the individual results contain a
higher sample size, the statistical significance is higher for the
individual results compared with the group.

An analysis of these data shows that the quantity of ideas in-
creases by 50% due to the variation in experimental conditions
�comparing the first bar in Fig. 10, words only with gallery view,
to the last bar, words and sketches in rotational viewing�. The
number of ideas generated depends on both the representation
implemented and the viewing conditions, as shown by the strong

Fig. 7 Quality scale
Fig. 8 Examples of product solutions at each quality level
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nteraction effects between the representation and the viewing
onditions as highlighted by the nonparallel interaction lines in
ig. 11 and the analysis of variance �ANOVA� analysis �display:
�1,54�=1.65, p�0.2; representation: F�2,54�=2.24, p�0.1;
nd interaction: F�2,54�=4.12, p�0.03, and MSerror=23.32�. The
nformation in brackets gives sufficient information to produce the
NOVA �Table 5�. The mean square for each component is the
-value multiplied with the �MSerror�. The sum of squares is the
ean square multiplied with the degrees of freedom; see Ref. �55�

or more details. Evaluating the ANOVA for the total group scores
hows a similar pattern of results but with lower significance lev-
ls due to the smaller sample size �Fig. 10� �display: F�1,6�
1.21; representation: F�2,6�=1.71; and interaction: F�2,6�

Table 4 Averages for

ondition Representation
Viewing
approach

Quantity of ideas
per person

�SD�

Numb
s

Words only Gallery 12.1 �5.5� 2
Words only Rotational 17.5 �4� 1

Sketches only Gallery 17.6 �5.4� 2
Sketches only Rotational 14.4 �4.9� 1

Words and sketches Gallery 16.7 �4.1� 2
Words and sketches Rotational 19.3 �4.9� 1

verage 16.3

Fig. 9 Example of interesting results from a words and ske

the product solution increases as ideas are added.
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=3.13, p=0.12, and MSerror=158.33�.
Figure 11 more clearly illustrates the interaction effect. In the

words only and “words combined with sketches” conditions, the
interaction follows the same pattern such that rotational viewing
increases the number of ideas. For the sketches only condition,
rotational viewing decreases the number of ideas. Three 2�2
ANOVAs are compared to further understand the source of the
interactions and highlight hidden effects. ANOVAs for the words
only and sketches only conditions �display: F�1,36�=0.48, p
�0.5; representation: F�1,36�=0.58, p�0.5; and interaction:
F�1,36�=0.7.46, p�0.01, and MSerror=24.80� and the “words
and sketches” and sketches only conditions �display: F�1,36�

h metric by condition

f product
tions
D�

Ave. quality
�SD�

Number of high
quality product

solutions
�SD�

Variety
�SD�

Ave. novelty
�SD�

�10.6� 1.36 �0.82� 11 �7.1� 43% �0.20� 0.94 �0.03�
�0.7� 1.19 �0.11� 6.5 �0.7� 38% �0.02� 0.93 �0.03�
�0.0� 1.74 �0.07� 17.5 �2.1� 35% �0.03� 0.92 �0.006�
�7.1� 1.86 �0.01� 16 �5.7� 33% �0.04� 0.92 �0.01�
�2.8� 1.60 �0.14� 14 �5.7� 32% �0.05� 0.92 �0.02�
�2.8� 1.42 �0.16� 6.5 �2.1� 33% �0.04� 0.94 �0.01�

.5 1.53 11.9 36% 0.93

es combined with rotational viewing session. The quality of
eac

er o
olu
�S

5.5
8.5
3.0
9.0
2.0
5.0

20
tch
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0.038, p�0.5; representation: F�1,36�=1.71, p�0.15; and in-
eraction: F�2,6�=3.59, p�0.0.7, and MSerror=23.40� show that
n interaction effect is due only to the sketches only conditions.
his result suggests that other factors may be influencing the
ketches only condition. Participants’ sketching ability is gener-
lly poor, and they may be frustrated by the difficulty in commu-

ig. 10 Average results for each individual match team results
ince team sizes were equal. A significant interaction between
iewing condition and representation exists. Error bars are ±1
tandard deviation for the individual results.

ig. 11 There is an interaction between the representation and
ow the ideas are displayed

ig. 12 Main effects for representation and how the ideas are

isplayed. Number of ideas for each individual is shown.

ournal of Mechanical Design
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nication when limited to sketches.
The sketches only data follow a different pattern of results than

the other two representation conditions. A comparison of the ro-
tational view condition versus the gallery view condition shows
statistical significance at the 0.01 level after removal of the
sketches only effect �Table 6�, �display: F�1,36�=7.35, p�0.01;
representation: F�1,36�=4.70, p�0.05; interaction: F�1,36�
=0.9, p�0.5, and MSerror=21.77�. This trend corresponds to an
approximately 30% increase in the number of ideas for the five
person team. A 30% increase in the number of ideas over a 40 min
time period is important. This result is significant and intriguing
but also needs to be validated with additional experiments over
greater time periods. The use of sketches and words increases the
total number of ideas by about 20% compared with only words for
the five person team and is statistically significant.

These results highlight a few critical aspects of group idea gen-
eration. First, an effective group idea generation process can have
a dramatic effect on the quantity of ideas generated. Second, the
communication representation interacts with the method of idea
exchange. This interaction is caused by the sketches only condi-
tions. When the sketches only conditions are removed, there is no
longer an interaction effect, only two main effects due to the rep-
resentation and the viewing condition. This indicates that the in-
teraction effect is due to the sketches only conditions behaving in
a different pattern than the other two representations. From this
study, it is unclear why the sketches only condition behaves in a
distinctly different manner, and further research needs to be car-
ried out. This result was unexpected and warrants further explo-
ration particularly because many areas of design stress sketching
and the prior experimental results �23� suggest that there are ben-
efits of strictly sketch representations.

5.1.1 Quantity of Ideas Over Time. Figure 13 shows the quan-
tity of ideas as they are incrementally developed during the idea
generation process, and this pattern is typical of all of the teams.
Groups develop more nonredundant ideas during the initial time
period, but a virtually equal and substantial number of ideas con-
tinue to be generated throughout the session �Fig. 13�. This result
is significant and supports the concept that team members are
piggy-backing on other members’ ideas or leap-frogging as in-
spired by viewing others’ ideas. About the same number of ideas

Table 5 Quantity 3Ã2 ANOVA results and quantity of ideas
per individual

Sum of
squares

Degrees of
freedom

Mean
square F

Display 38.4 1 38.40 1.65
Representation 104.5 2 52.27 2.24
Interaction 192.4 2 96.20 4.12a

Error 1259.4 54 23.32
Total 1594.7 59

aStatistically significant results at the 0.03 level.

Table 6 Quantity 2Ã2 ANOVA results; words only and
sketches and words conditions

Sum of
squares

Degrees of
freedom

Mean
square F

Display 160 1 160 7.35a

Representation 102 1 102 4.70b

Interaction 19 1 20 0.90
Error 784 36 22
Total 1066 39

aStatistically significant results at the 0.01 level.
b
Statistically significant results at the 0.05 level.
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ere added in time periods 2–5, indicating that the teams did not
xhaust their ideas. This finding suggests that future research
eeds to investigate longer time periods for idea generation.

As shown in Fig. 14, a large number of ideas are gained during
he first time period when individuals work alone and also through
ollaboration with other team members. Building from others’
deas produces a nearly equal number of ideas as the individuals
orking alone. This result is a clear contribution and insight from

his experiment and is consistent throughout the experimental con-
itions.

5.2 Novelty. The novelty of the results did not vary across the
onditions �Table 4�. Participants found a number of unusual so-
utions to the design problem. For one rater, 19 of the product
olution bins contained only one or two product solutions, indi-
ating that the product solutions are unique. All conditions pro-
uce essentially equal levels of novel product solutions, with
NOVA results showing no main effects for either representation
r viewing conditions nor any interaction �display: F�1,6�=0.37,
�0.5; representation: F�2,6�=0.27, p�0.5; and interaction:
�2,6�=0.71, p�0.5, and MSerror=0.00032�. The results indicate

hat this set of methods produces an equal level of novelty.

5.3 Variety. The variety for each team’s results is not influ-
nced by the experimental conditions, as shown in Table 4, but the
eams explored only a segment of the total design space �Fig. 15�.
or this experiment, the total design space is defined as all solu-

ions found by the participants. Most teams evaluated possible
olutions in less than half of the design space. One team did
xplore significantly more of the design space showing that a
reater breadth, i.e., greater variety, of solutions is possible in the
ime allowed. This result is of particular concern since the variety

etric is a measure relative to all the solutions generated by the
2 groups of participants and not all theoretically possible solu-

ig. 13 Quantity of nonredundant ideas added each time pe-
iod. Results are from a single team in condition 6.

ig. 14 Teams gain a significant number of ideas through col-

aboration. Results are from a single team in condition 6.

31008-10 / Vol. 133, MARCH 2011
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tions to this problem. ANOVA results show no significant differ-
ences for either the main or interaction effects �display: F�1,6�
=0.08, p�0.5; representation: F�2,6�=0.75, p�0.5; and interac-
tion: F�2,6�=0.23, p�0.5, and MSerror=0.008�.

There is no difference in the total percentage of the design
space evaluated by each method, but there are differences in the
average amount of the design space per product solution �total
percentage of design space divided by the number of product so-
lutions�. The viewing condition does affect the average amount of
the design space covered by each product solution �Fig. 16�. There
is a significant main effect due to the viewing condition and no
effect for the representation or interaction �display: F�1,6�=6.06,
p�0.05; representation: F�2,6�=0.22, p�0.5; and interaction:
F�2,6�=0.58, p�0.5, and MSerror=1.4768�10−05�. Teams in the
rotational conditions tended to use fewer product solutions while
covering the same total percentage of the design space. This
means that the product solutions from rotational viewing tend to
span a great extent or a basis set of the design space. Rotational
viewing tends to produce product solutions with greater average
diversity and fewer product solutions but with greater breadth.
While there is some variation in the amount of the design space
covered by each product solution, overall teams search only a
fraction of the design space, and additional idea generation meth-
ods are required to more fully explore the extent of the entire
design space.

5.4 Quality. Each product solution generated by a team re-
ceives a quality score. The quality scores are evaluated with re-
spect to two different approaches, the average for each team and
the number of high quality product solutions for each team. ANO-
VAs were done on the average scores per team. As shown in Fig.

Fig. 15 Most groups evaluated only a small fraction of the to-
tal design space

Fig. 16 The average amount of the design space covered by
each product solution varies. Each error bar is ±1 standard

deviation across all teams.
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7, the average quality of a product solution is not influenced by
he experimental factors. Overall, the quality of the product solu-
ions is very high with an average of 1.5/2. Thus, the average
roduct solution is deemed to be technically feasible, though not
uite practical for the context. It is important to note that this is a
airly high quality of product solutions overall, particularly given
hat participants did not have specific experience with this do-

ain. The average quality of product solution did not vary signifi-
antly across the factors; ANOVA results show no significance for
ither the main or interaction effects �Fig. 17� �display: F�1,6�
0.15, p�0.5; representation: F�2,6�=2.31, p�0.15; and inter-
ction: F�2,6�=0.24, p�0.5, and MSerror=0.12�. The set of idea
eneration methods evaluated in this set of experiments is clearly
seful for finding high quality, practical solutions to a given de-
ign problem. From the quality results, it is also apparent that the
articipants seriously committed themselves to solving the experi-
ental problem, exerting a high level of effort in the process.
The distribution of the scores and the number of high quality

roduct solutions �a score of 2� provides additional insights into
he various techniques being evaluated in this study �Figs. 18 and
9�. One group in condition 1 �words only, gallery view� gener-
ted an unusually high number of technically infeasible solutions
Fig. 18�. In contrast, almost no technically infeasible solutions
re generated by groups communicating with either only sketches
r a combination of sketches and words �conditions 3–6�. Groups
n the sketches only condition created significantly more high
uality product solutions than the other two representations �Fig.
9�. ANOVA results show the main effect for representation and a
lose to significant result for the viewing condition �display:
�1,6�=2.95, p=0.14; representation: F�2,6�=3.51, p�0.1; and

nteraction: F�2,6�=0.44, p�0.5, and MSerror=20.58�. Compar-

ig. 17 Average quality of a product solution. Each error bar
s ±1 standard error.

ig. 18 Distribution of quality scores „quality scores: 1

technically feasible and 2=feasible for the context…

ournal of Mechanical Design
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ing the means of the words only and words combined with
sketches conditions to the sketches only condition using a linear
contrast �59� shows that the sketches only condition results in
more high quality product solutions �F�1,6�=6.8,p�0.05�. This
comparison indicates that more high quality product solutions are
being produced by the sketches only condition, but in combination
with the quantity results, fewer ideas are being generated. This
study does not address why this occurred, but one possibility is
that it is very difficult to draw many of the solutions that were
considered low quality such as genetically engineered solutions or
chemicals to dissolve the peanut shell.

5.5 Change in Quality Over Time. The quality of a product
solution frequently changes as team members add their ideas �for
example, in Fig. 9�. The product solution begins as a large-scale
machine powered by a wind or water mill. As ideas are added, it
became a hand-powered, more complete, and feasible system. In
this experiment, two methods are available for the teams to build
off each others’ ideas and change the quality of the product solu-
tion. They can add their ideas directly onto the same sheet �em-
bellish� or start a new sheet and include a cross-reference or
“link” to a previous product solution. Prior studies have evaluated
the design process in terms of how one idea is linked to other
ideas �17,60�. Product solutions that are embellished tend to be
higher quality product solutions �Tables 7 and 8�.

As individuals add ideas, the overall product solution can dras-
tically improve. For example, Fig. 9 shows the successive addi-
tions made to one sketch. The initial product solution is interest-
ing, but it is probably impractical to import energy into this
system. During the fourth time period, importing human energy

Fig. 19 Number of high quality product solutions for each
condition. Each error bar is ±1 standard error calculated across
all conditions.

Table 7 Quality of product solution added or linked to

Percent of product solutions
for a given quality score

�%�

0 1 2

Linked to 14 7 10
Added to at least once 23 44 43
Not linked or added to 64 47 54

Table 8 High quality product solutions are linked to most
often

Initial linked product solution quality score

0 1 2

Number of product
solutions 3 8 29
MARCH 2011, Vol. 133 / 031008-11
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hrough a hand crank is added. This change is intriguing because
he physical size of the system using a wind or water turbine is
rastically different from the size of the system using a hand
rank. The lack of dimensions in the sketch promotes improve-
ents to the product solution. Each time period results in more

olutions to the required functions and overall a more complete
roduct solution. This high quality product solution is very similar
o a solution currently used for shelling peanuts in third world
ountries �50�.

5.6 Additional Analysis: Correlation Between Quality and
uantity. We find a high correlation between the number of prod-

ct solutions generated by a team and the number of high quality
roduct solutions they produced �quality score of 2� �Fig. 20�.
his result is consistent with the anecdotal evidence stating that
uantity increases quality �61,62� and consistent with related
rainstorming studies �48,63�. Pearson’s correlation coefficient is
.76 �p�0.01� when one outlier is not included in the analysis
Fig. 20�. The outlier team produced a large number of product
olutions but few high quality ones. The quantity of ideas does not
orrelate significantly with the number of high quality product
olutions �r=−0.2�.

Addressing the Research Questions
The data provide significant insights into the effects of the two

actors on the idea generation process and gives guidance for the
pproaches engineering design teams should use. The following
iscussion provides further insights based on the results.

6.1 Question 1: Do the Techniques Being Tested in This
xperiment Vary in the Quantity of Ideas Generated or the
ovelty or Variety of Product Solutions? Words combined with

ketches and rotational viewing produce the largest number of
deas. A combination of words and sketches produces about 20%

ore ideas than words alone. Also, sketches only produces more
deas than words only. Ward’s path of least resistance model, for
ow new ideas are structured by information in memory �64�,
pplies to this question. As people begin to categorize a problem
n a particular way �for example, by seeing other people’s ideas�,
he more their memory of existing products or physical systems
ill affect the new designs and fewer ideas will be generated.
allery viewing provides more product solutions to be viewed

imultaneously, and therefore teams may more quickly categorize
he problem in a similar manner. This result could explain why
allery viewing produces fewer ideas than rotational viewing.

The effects of adding sketches may be underestimated because
he current method does not take into account the geometry, lay-
ut, or overall configuration of the sketch. This type of informa-
ion is frequently included in sketches but rarely in verbal descrip-
ions. In addition, as engineers sketch, they tend to add many
etails that they may not include if they give a verbal description
f a device. For example, if an individual describes the use of a

ig. 20 A greater number of product solutions results in more
igh quality ones
otor and gear train to power a system, the drawing will fre-
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quently include parts such as shafts, bearings, and supports, but
when only a verbal description is used, these supporting details
are not included.

All conditions in this experiment are virtually equal in terms of
variety and novelty. Some very novel product solutions were pro-
duced, but there is more potential in this area. Overall, teams
explored only a fraction of the design space. Other idea generation
methods need to be sought in order to improve the variety and
novelty of the solutions.

In this experiment, all members of the team generated ideas
without communicating during the first time period. This indepen-
dent step may have led the teams to develop a similar variety of
product solutions regardless of the later communication modes
resulting in an equal level of variety and novelty for all condi-
tions. If this idea generation session had been compared with
other idea generation techniques, such as Osborn’s brainstorming,
the results may be different.

Gallery viewing produces more global product solutions and
more high quality product solutions but overall fewer single func-
tional ideas. McKoy et al. �65� also found that sketches result in
higher quality product solutions than sentential descriptions. In
contrast, rotational viewing produces fewer global product solu-
tions and fewer high quality product solutions but an overall
greater number of ideas per function. The difference in number of
high quality approaches statistical significance �p=0.14�. The ro-
tational conditions use a smaller number of product solutions to
span the same fraction of the design space as the gallery condi-
tions, where the average diversity for each product solution is
greater. This result suggests that an improved process for idea
generation consists of first using a gallery communication method
to generate a large number of high quality product solutions and
then moving to a rotational viewing method using words and
sketches to develop the details of the product solutions and a large
number of functional ideas.

6.2 Question 2: Does the Modality of Representation In-
teract With the Display Method or Are They Virtually
Independent? Representation and the viewing method interact
for the quantity of ideas but not for the other metrics. This inter-
action reflects that the sketches only conditions follow a different
pattern of results compared with the other conditions. Rotational
viewing produced more ideas when there were words in the rep-
resentation but fewer ideas when there were only sketches. One
hypothesis is that regardless of representation, rotational viewing
encourages the participants to spend more time understanding
other teammate’s ideas. Unfortunately, the results of this effort
vary based on representation. In the sketches only conditions, this
process has a detrimental effect because the sketches without any
verbal descriptions may be difficult to interpret, and therefore
more effort is applied to understanding, to the detriment of gen-
erating more ideas. In general, engineers are not taught to draw,
and their skill in sketching may be lacking. In contrast, the other
two representations are relatively straightforward to interpret, and
less time is spent in attempting to interpret the ideas, and thus
more ideas are produced.

One reason why the sketches only conditions are different from
those conditions in which subjects use words is that sketches tend
to contain fewer general, abstract product solutions. Sketches may
be viewed as being more detailed and concrete, therefore placing
constraints on what the participants perceived to be allowable
changes, or the physical extent of the product solution. If so, then
sketches may bias participants toward making less radical changes
to the product solutions than are made to product solutions de-
scribed in words. Another possible hypothesis for the differences
is that sketches are vaguer than words, and so they produce more
unintended interpretations. In linguistics, vagueness reflects the
degree to which a given statement is open to different interpreta-
tions. These hypotheses, and particularly the role of vagueness in

sketches, should be the subject of future research.
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6.3 Question 3: Are Certain Representations Better for
roducing or Improving the Quality of Solutions? Do Certain
epresentations Cause Bias Toward Certain Types of Product
olutions? The average quality is similar across conditions, but

he sketches only conditions result in a greater number of high
uality product solutions. One possible reason for this result is
hat there are certain categories of product solutions that are dif-
cult to draw. Participants may have thought of these product
olutions then did not attempt to draw them, refocusing their at-
ention on product solutions that they could sketch. For this par-
icular problem, these difficult-to-draw product solutions tend to
e of lower quality, including product solutions such as using
hemicals to dissolve the shells and genetically modifying the
eanuts. The “sketching only” condition acts to filter out these low
uality solutions by virtue of the difficulty in embodying them.

Some information, particularly abstract product solutions, is
asier to convey in words, whereas other information, such as
eometry and configuration, tends to be easier to convey with
rawings. Most design problems involve a combination of these
wo types of information. In addition, verbal overshadowing sug-
ests that conditions using written words may have a disadvantage
ompared with using only sketches. The verbalization of percep-
ual information can interfere with the retrieval of perceptual in-
ormation from memory. The verbal overshadowing effect has the
otential to make it difficult to retrieve information on how a
evice moves and related pieces of highly visual information that
s difficult to verbalize.

Discussion of Additional Results

7.1 Does Building off Teammate’s Product Solution Im-
rove the Quality of the Product Solution? How Does Adding
odifications to a Design Compare With More Drastic Links

rom One Product Solution to the Next? Product solutions that
re added to tend to be better product solutions. As ideas are
dded, there is potential for significant improvement in a product
olution’s overall completeness and quality �Fig. 9�. When a com-
letely new product solution is built from a previous one, this
rocess usually produces new product solutions that are equal in
uality to the old product solution. High quality product solutions
re linked much more frequently than lower quality ones, showing
hat as teams build from others’ ideas, there is an implicit evalu-
tion taking place.

7.2 How Do the Contributions of the Individuals Before
he Product Solutions Are Shared With the Group Compare

ith the Number of Ideas the Group Generates by Building
rom These Initial Product Solutions? A large number of ideas
re developed when individuals work alone. Teams are likewise
ble to develop a significant number of ideas by sharing product
olutions �Fig. 14�. Therefore, both individual and group works
re important in the idea generation process. The number of ideas
eams produced during time period 5 is equal to that during time
eriods 2–4, indicating that the participants’ ideas are not ex-
austed by time period 5 �Fig. 13�. Open questions include the
ollowing: What are the reasons engineering teams choose to stop,
t what point and for what reasons would these student teams
ave chosen to end the idea generation session? What criteria do
ngineering teams use when deciding to stop developing ideas? Is
t when a feasible product solution is found or due to time con-
traints? These questions are the topics for future investigations.
urther work needs to be completed to determine how long indi-
iduals should work alone prior to sharing their ideas.

7.3 Seeking a Large Quantity of Product Solutions to
chieve High Quality. Teams with a greater number of ideas

ended to produce more high quality product solutions. The guide-
ine to produce a large quantity of ideas in order to achieve high
uality is supported by these data. Anecdotal evidence in engi-
eering design also strongly suggests that the two are correlated

61,62�. Early brainstorming studies also find this to be true �48�.
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More recent work with electronic brainstorming agrees with this
but cautions that quality may not always track quantity �63�.

8 Conclusion
Creativity and innovation are significant driving factors in en-

gineering design and are what draws many individuals to the pro-
fession. To support innovation, we must seek improved methods
for idea generation. This paper addresses important elements of
the idea generation, or ideation, process. While past research in
psychology, engineering design, and other fields has included hu-
man studies in idea creation, there is still much to be learned
about the underlying factors of many of the popular idea genera-
tion techniques. A number of anecdotes exist about the advantages
and disadvantages of the techniques, and some quantitative results
also exist that address the aggregate methods in a group setting.
By using a systematic approach, we identify key factors that dif-
ferentiate the methods and that may be exploited to create more
effective techniques.

We have uncovered a number of important insights. The choice
of group idea generation method significantly affects the total
quantity of ideas generated as well as the number of high quality
concepts generated, but no significant effects for either novelty or
variety. Over the 40 min session, 50% more ideas are generated
using rotational viewing combined with ideas being described
with words and sketches compared with using only words and
displaying them “gallery style.” This experimental condition cor-
responds to a hybrid 6-3-5/C-sketch method and should be taught
to engineers. In contrast, more high quality concepts result when
all product solutions are displayed on the wall, gallery viewing,
and represented using only sketches. These results suggest an im-
proved process for idea generation consisting of first using a gal-
lery communication method to generate a large number of high
quality product solutions and then moving to a rotational viewing
method using words and sketches to develop the details of the
product solutions and a large number of ideas.

This study also shows that both individual and group interac-
tions are important in the idea generation process. As group mem-
bers add ideas, the overall product solution becomes more com-
plete and improves in quality. Participants do not simply create
their own product solutions in isolation. An equal or greater num-
ber of new ideas are developed that build upon or are directly
influenced by other group members. Engineers need to be taught
the importance of both individual and group idea generation. That
visualizing others’ ideas produces even more ideas is not just an
anecdote. Our data show that group member’s ideas “spark” other
members to a greater level of productivity.

9 Future Work
A design team must have confidence that it has found very good

and innovative solutions to its design problem. An encompassing
exploration of the design space increases the probability of this
outcome. In general, teams explore only a segment of the total
design space, and the methods tested do not differ in the breadth
of search that they encourage. One team did evaluate a greater
diversity of product solutions, showing that it is possible given the
short time period of the experiment. Future work will focus on
approaches to encourage design teams to more fully explore the
design space and find more novel solutions. New analogy-based
design methods have the potential to greatly enhance novelty and
variety �58,66–72�. These new methods will be based on a deep
understanding of the semantic and visual representations’ influ-
ence on the design-by-analogy process. Systematic studies of
analogy retrieval and use in the design process will be undertaken
�58,70�. The use of functional models and other approaches for
problem definition and representation in the design-by-analogy
process will also be investigated. The final product will be a ro-
bust design-by-analogy search methodology capable of identify-
ing nonobvious conceptual analogies resulting in novel design so-

lutions.
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Additional work to more fully understand the various available
dea generation methods and their effects over longer periods of
ime is also required. Two factors are explored in this study, but

any more are present in the methods. Further evaluation is
eeded to understand the influence of limiting communication to
ketches and to more fully explain the pattern of results for the
ketches only conditions.
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